Estimating the Historical Association between DYLLD and Temperature
A regression model was used to estimate the association between DYLLD and daily mean temperatures in both cities separately. We adjusted for seasonal effects and long-term trends using a natural cubic spline for time with 7 degrees of freedom (df) per year [3] in the DYLLD series. To consider the non-linear relationship between DYLLD and temperature, we modeled the temperature variable as a cubic spline with 3 knots (corresponding to 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles). Models were adjusted or not (for sensitivity analyses), for daily relative humidity. Sensitivity analyses were carried out by changing the degrees of freedom for secular trends. The adequacy of the models was checked by verifying that the residuals were independent over time (with visual inspection of partial autocorrelation plots and using white noise statistical test).
Calculation of DYLLD Attributable to Temperature
Attributable DYLLD were calculated using attributable fractions (AF) with the specific RRs by temperature, calculated with the historical data. We included in the calculation only days with daily temperature related to a RR > 1. To calculate the total DYLLD attributable to temperature we used the Formula (2):
Total DYLLDatt = Σ (AF(Ti) × MeanDYLLD × ND(Ti)) (2) where MeanDYLLD is the mean observed DYLLD for the observed periods and ND(Ti) is the number of days with the value of the temperature (observed or simulated) unit = Ti, and values are summed from the minimum value of Ti (for which the estimated RR was >1) to the maximum value of Ti. Table S1 . Climate model, emission scenario and member code for each simulation used in this study. Member  1  BCC-CSM1.1  rcp26  r1i1p1  2  CanESM2  rcp26  r1i1p  3  CanESM2  rcp26  r2i1p1  4  CanESM2  rcp26  r3i1p1  5  CanESM2  rcp26  r4i1p1  6  CanESM2  rcp26  r5i1p1  7 MPI-ESM-LR rcp26 r1i1p1 8
Simulation ID Climate Model Emission Scenarios
NorESM1-M rcp26 r1i1p1 9 BCC-CSM1 .1  rcp45  r1i1p1  10  CanESM2  rcp45  r1i1p1  11  CanESM2  rcp45  r2i1p1  12  CanESM2  rcp45  r3i1p1  13  CanESM2  rcp45  r4i1p1  14  CanESM2  rcp45  r5i1p1  15  INM-CM4  rcp45  r1i1p1  16  IPSL-CM5A-LR  rcp45  r1i1p1  17  MPI-ESM-LR  rcp45  r1i1p1  18  MRI-CGCM3  rcp45  r1i1p1  19  NorESM1-M  rcp45  r1i1p1  20  BCC-CSM1.1  rcp60  r1i1p1  21  IPSL-CM5A-LR  rcp60  r1i1p1  22  NorESM1-M  rcp60  r1i1p1  23  BCC-CSM1.1  rcp85  r1i1p1  24  CanESM2  rcp85  r1i1p1  25  CanESM2  rcp85  r2i1p1  26  CanESM2  rcp85  r3i1p1  27  INM-CM4  rcp85  r1i1p1  28  MPI-ESM-LR  rcp85  r1i1p1  29  MRI-CGCM3  rcp85  r1i1p1  30  NorESM1-M  rcp85  r1i1p1 We used the observed temperature distribution for the period 1981-2010 to estimate historical total DYLLD attributable to temperatures in Paris and in Montreal (n = 1 × 2). We used simulated temperature distributions in both cities (n = 30 × 2) for the period 2021-2050 to estimate future total DYLLD attributable to temperatures. We chose to present annual June-August estimates (referred to as summer estimates) by dividing the total DYLLD attributable to temperature by 30 (years) for both the historical and future periods. We used bootstrapping to construct the 95% confidence intervals for summer attributable number of DYLLD. We estimated percentile bootstrap 95% confidence intervals for the total attributable number of DYLLD with one thousand bootstrap samples based on the observed data, from which we selected the 2.5% and the 97.5% of the number of total DYLLD. We created bootstrap samples by choosing DYLLD randomly in each year among the whole periods.
Comparison of Historical and Future DYLLD Attributable to Simulated Temperature between Montreal and Paris
To compare historical summer DYLLD attributable to observed historical temperature between Montreal and Paris, we first calculated rates of DYLLD attributable to temperature, by dividing the total number of DYLLD attributable to temperature by the total population in each city on year 2001 for Montreal and year 2006 in Paris, based on census data [4, 5] . We compared the two estimates by conducting a t test.
We also compared future summer DYLLD attributable to simulated temperature between Montreal and Paris. As for historical estimates, we calculated rates using the 2001 and 2006 populations. Formula used to calculate the standard errors of the ratios
where SD is Standard Deviation; Future represents the YLL disparities attributable to temperature for the future period (2021-2050) and Historical represents the YLL disparities attributable to temperature for the historical period (1981-2010). 
Supplementary Results

Sensitivity Analyses
We conducted different sensitivity analyses related to our statistical analyses. We present and used RRs from regression analyses that did not adjust for relative humidity as it had minimal influence on the RRs (data not shown). Changing the degrees of freedom for secular trends had a minimal influence on RRs as well (data not shown).
We conducted different sensitivity analyses to make the comparison plausible between Montreal and Paris. These sensitivity analyses were related to the mortality data and the social vulnerability factor used. Because we did not have access to underlying cause of mortality, we only included Paris subjects older than 35 years old at the time of death to minimize this bias because accidental causes of death are S9 dominant in subjects under 35 years old. We also used this approach with the Montreal data. We used as social vulnerability indicator, a composite deprivation index for Paris [6] for a sensitivity analysis.
Conducting sensitivity analyses, our results remained unaltered by modifications of the population (using individuals >35 years of age for Montreal), and of the social indicators used (i.e., composite deprivation index for Paris) (see the following Table 7S) .
We estimated the impact of climate change on DYLLD by including changes in the population size in the future horizon of 2030. For Montreal, we used two demographic projections scenarios from the National Institute of Statistics (http://www.stat.gouv.qc.ca/statistiques/population-demographie/ perspectives/population/popqcade_14.htm): one decreasing scenario (−6%) and one increasing scenario (+6%). For Paris, we used two demographic projections scenarios from the French INSEE (http://www.insee.fr/fr/themes/detail.asp?reg_id=99&ref_id=proj-dep-population): one decreasing scenario (−1%) and one increasing scenario (+1%). We calculated the ratio between future and historical newly produced rates of DYLDD. 
